ABSTRACT: Feature selection is a key problem in image recognition, the number of original features is very large. The image characteristics are of small sample, high dimension, great noisy, high redundancy and nonlinear, the linear correlation analysis can partly show the image feature data rules and the simple linear structure of data, it can't show the nonlinear nature and complexity. The paper proposes a feature selection and mining algorithm through high step association analysis, mines the various features of object recognition using property related analysis, the distinguishing bridge features cover energy, homogeneity, contrast and the regional mean ratio characteristics, it makes up the defects that linear correlation can not accurately determine the nonlinear structure. The sensitive recognition features are chosen to improve the recognition efficiency. The experiment results show the algorithm has effectively improved the accuracy of bridge recognition.
INTRODUCTION
Feature selection is to select some of the most effective features from a set of features in order to reduce the dimension of feature space. The characteristics of the selected should have the following characteristics: distinguishing, reliability, good independence, and less quantity. Based on the high-order correlation coefficient, this paper extracts the feature which has the minimum coefficient, and selects the features according to the correlation coefficient.
The image features have characteristics of small sample, high dimension, great noisy, high redundancy and non-linear, the linear correlation analysis can partly show the image feature data rules, and only show the simple linear structure of the data, it cannot show the nonlinear nature and complexity. The paper proposes a feature selection and mining algorithm through high step association analysis, mines the various features of object recognition using property related analysis, makes up the defects that linear correlation can not accurately determine the nonlinear structure. This paper mainly studies the water bridge feature mining algorithm and recognition method based on multisource remote sensing image fusion.
FEATURE ANALYSIS AND EXTRACTION OF MULTI-SOURCE REMOTE SENSING IMAGES

Feature analysis of multi-source remote sensing images
In multi-spectral images, the width of usual large bridges is only 1-3 pixels, the length is less than 20 pixels, extraction bridges often appear missing or false alarms. The color of waters and lands is greater difference, so the color feature in multi-spectral images can be used to extract waters and potential bridge areas. The bridge features in panchromatic images are significant, but it is difficult to extract the river regions and distinguish the waters and bridges, the computing complexity is too large by using the texture feature extraction panchromatic image waters.
SAR images have advantages such as all-weather, good penetration, large area imaging with high sensitivity, vast role distance. The gray value of artificial target is significantly higher than other targets in SAR images, it is easy to extract artificial targets, but it is difficult to distinguish between the bridge and the other artificial objects. Due to the noise and shadow effects, bridge position deviations may also exist, it needs to find a better algorithm for accurate positioning and target recognition.
Feature extraction of multi-source remote sensing images
This paper segments the land and water using the color characteristics of multi-spectral images, gets potential bridge areas, respectively extracts the texture features and the regional mean ratio characteristics of the potential bridge areas from panchromatic and SAR images, mainly recognizes bridges based on the results of panchromatic images, and supplemented by SAR images through fusion on the decision level. Feature extraction of potential bridge areas includes high-level and low-level feature extraction. The low-level feature extraction mainly includes the bridge texture, the regional mean ratio, edge length, length-width ratio, direction ratio, profile, Pun histogram entropy, mean, variance, etc. High-level feature extraction of potential bridge areas is topological relations between potential bridge target and waters.
Extraction the regional mean ratio feature in SAR images
In SAR images, bridges often have fracture phenomena, bridge edge features are not obvious and more sensitive to noise, so it is easy to cause false alarms and missing recognition only using shape and position features. The paper presents a method for extraction the regional mean ratio feature in SAR images. SAR images are very sensitive to the angle scattering body formation of man-made targets (especially metal targets), man-made targets show particularly bright spots or regions in SAR images. The regional mean ratio reflects relative brightness mean value in the regions, the larger regional mean value tends non-stationary regions in SAR images, namely urban buildings, roads and bridges etc. The regional mean ratio feature is helpful to keep the target shape, and can better protect the edges of the images, therefore, the paper uses the regional mean ratio feature to get the potential bridge areas, and helps to solve the difficult problem of identifying the bridges. The regional mean ratio is calculated as follows.
Where n is the number of the pixel in the region, f(i,j) is the brightness values of point (i,j) for SAR images, M and N are respectively the height and width of the images, u(k) shows the mean value of brightness in area k, and u indicates the mean value of brightness for SAR images.
High-level feature extraction of potential bridge areas
In the paper, high-level feature extraction of potential bridge areas is topological relations between potential bridge target and waters, and it is the relationship between the surface and the surface. The feature extraction steps of topological relationship between bridge and water areas list as follows.
(1) Respectively extract the edge images of the waters and each potential bridge area a1 and a2 by 8 neighborhood search method, the binary images of the waters and each potential bridge area b1 and b2.
(2) Get the internal point of the image c1 through image subtraction of b1 and a1; get the internal point of the image c2 through image subtraction of b2 and a2.
(3) Get the image d1 through the image sum of a1 and a2, get the image d2 through the image sum of c1 and c2.
(4) Providing the number of pixel value for 2 in image d1 is g, the number of pixel value for 2 in image d2 is h, the number of pixel value for 1 in image c1 is m, the number of pixel value for 1 in image c2 is n. (5) If g=0, h=0 then judge the disjoint relation of water and bridge areas. If g≠0, h=0 then judge the join relation of water and bridge areas. If g=0, h≠0, m=h and m≠n then judge the inclusion relation of water and bridge areas. If g=0, h≠0 and m=n then judge the coincidence relation of water and bridge areas. If g=0, h≠0, m=g and m≠n then judge water region contains potential bridge region. If g≠0, h≠ 0 and m=h then judge water area is covered with potential bridge area. If g≠0, h≠0 and m=g then judge potential bridge area is covered with water area. If g≠0, h≠0, m≠g and m≠h then judge the intersection relation of water and bridge areas. Figure 1 shows the high-level feature extraction results of water and potential bridge areas, the color represents eight topological relations, red is inclusion, blue is coincidence, yellow is contained, green is coverage, pink is covered, orange is intersection, blue-green is disjoint, purple is connection. As can be seen from Figure 1 
Mathematical theory for high step association analysis
In existing methods, linear correlation level is mainly considered, which makes it difficult to find out the rule hidden in data. The paper presents a method that is high-order association analysis, which can offer intrinsic relation between factors, so it may provide evidence information for object recognition. The description of relationship between random variables involves two concepts, one is covariance Cov(X,Y)=EXY-EXEY, or correlation coefficient
Where 
A feature selection and mining algorithm through high step association analysis
The paper adopts the attribute correlation analysis method to mine the object features to get the order of feature discriminations, then the sensitive recognition features are chosen to improve the recognition efficiency. The paper extracts the lowlevel features such as texture, the regional mean ratio, edge length, length-width ratio, direction ratio, outline, Pun histogram entropy, mean value, variance, and high-level topological relation characteristics, adopts high step association analysis in multi-feature analysis related to the bridges, eliminates redundant features through high step association analysis, selects smaller redundancy feature subset, and the sensitive recognition features are chosen. In this paper, the feature selection algorithm based on high step association analysis is proposed, the steps are as follows.
(1) Read a multispectral image, extract water areas, expand and corrode, process the adjacent relationship of water and land bridge, and get some potential bridge areas;
(2) Extract the low-level and high-level features for the potential bridge areas; (3) Calculate the high step correlation coefficient among the features. If the absolute value of the high step correlation coefficient is larger, then both of the two feature vectors G and H are of larger correlation, the feature H is redundancy feature for the feature G; (4) Give the relationship among the features, select the minimal correlation characteristics and smaller correlation characteristics associated with the other features. The minimal correlation characteristics and smaller correlation characteristics together with the feature are chosen as distinctive features for bridges.
EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Based on high order correlation coefficient formula, obtain high order correlation coefficient of vector G and H. If the absolute value of correlation coefficient is higher, then the two eigenvectors of G and H have greater relevance, H is a redundant feature for G. This paper respectively adopts 10 high order correlation coefficients of (1,2), (3,2), (5,4), (9,2), (7, 4) , (4, 1) , (8, 4) , (6, 2) , (7, 5) , (7, 6) , and takes the average value as a judgment criterion of the relationship between the features. Figure 2 gives the high order relevant results between the features.
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method, this paper adopts multiple sets of multi-spectral, panchromatic and SAR images in the experiment. The experiment results show the smaller correlation feature subsets for water bridges are energy, contrast, homogeneity and the regional mean ratio characteristics, redundancy features include mean, variance, Pun histogram entropy, direction ratio, edge length, length-width ratio, and topological relation feature. In panchromatic images, smaller correlation features with the other characteristics include energy, contrast and homogeneity. In SAR images, smaller correlation feature with the other characteristics is the regional mean ratio feature. Therefore, the distinguishing bridge features cover energy, homogeneity, contrast and the regional mean ratio characteristics.
In order to verify the correctness of the remarkable feature subsets, select the features of correlation greater than 0.6 as redundant comparison feature subsets in each water bridge. Figure 3 shows the bridge recognition comparison results of remarkable and redundant feature subsets, the left is the bridge recognition result of the remarkable feature subset, the right is the bridge recognition result of the redundant feature subset. Figure 4 gives the bridge recognition results of the classic river middle line method. The classic river middle line method determines the interested areas through the adjacent relationship between water and bridge, removes the interference regions by connected rivers across the axis of bridges. A bridge is not identified by mistake in water bridge 2. The method has good identification results for parallel bridges, and missing rate for bending bridges. Figure 3 , Figure 4 and Table 1 show the bridge recognition results of remarkable feature subsets have higher accuracy rate and smaller false alarm and missing rate compared with the recognition results of redundant feature subsets and the river middle line method. 
CONCLUSIONS
The feature selection and mining algorithm is presented. The paper analyzes and extracts the complementary features, a variety of low-level features and high-level topological features of bridges for multi-source images, selects the less redundancy feature subset. The experiment results show the algorithm has effectively improved the accuracy of bridge recognition.
